4700 TRACTOR

SF SB

Dry Bulk | Liquid Bulk
Chip Trailer | Construction Trailer
Van Body Trailer | Ag Trailer

Safe and sound.

Our cabs are built to keep you safe. Bonded
instead of riveted, precision welded for strength,
then dipped and protected with a multi-stage
e-coat process for long-lasting corrosion
resistance and a superior paint finish. Strength
and longevity are the goals. We’d say they’ve
been exceeded.

AN INTERIOR DESIGNED
TO KEEP DRIVERS HAPPY.

The interior of the Western Star 4700 isn’t built just to look pretty.
It’s built to make a day on the job more enjoyable. With features like
a 72-inch-wide cab with plenty of shoulder room, and barium foam
insulation paired with an extra-thick floor pad for incredible comfort and
reduced noise. Just the kind of environment to boost driver retention.

If you’re looking for a truck that delivers quality and
performance – even with today’s tightening budgets –
you’ve found it. The Western Star® 4700 tractor is
the ideal solution for bulk haul, local delivery and
construction operations. That’s because it was built
with input from you – the people who know what
your company needs in a truck.
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Of course, just like our other models, this truck is
still every bit a Western Star. Hand built with an
unmatched attention to detail, just like we’ve done
for over 50 years. Durable, reliable and rugged,
designed to be lighter weight to save you money
today and for years to come. So meet the new Star.
Everything you need. Nothing you don’t.

FRAME RAILS BUILT
FOR THE LONG HAUL.

Like all of our tractors, the 4700 features
tapered frame ends and bolt-in crossmembers
with recessed fasteners to minimize trailer
damage, as well as make replacement easy.
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Excellent maneuverability, meet big power.

When it comes to choosing an engine, close enough should never
enter the conversation. We offer engines from both Detroit and
Cummins, with the specifications to give you the power you need
for your application. And matching that power to the 110-inch
BBC of the 4700 gives you a tractor that’s perfect for
regional hauling, no matter what your business.
CUMMINS L9

260-380HP, 720-1250lb-ft.

DETROIT™ DD13 ®

350-505HP, 1250-1850lb-ft.

DEMAND POWER AND EFFICIENCY.

Detroit™ engines are engineered to deliver the excellent
power and fuel economy you depend on while still
meeting today’s efficiency requirements. That’s why
each engine we build is 2016 OBD (OBD16) Certified
and compliant with 2017 Greenhouse Gas (GHG17)
regulations. So you can count on a powerplant that will
run clean and strong for many miles to come.

THE RIGHT SIZE TO GO
JUST ABOUT ANYWHERE.

If you’re looking for a truck that delivers quality and
performance – even with today’s tightening budgets –
you’ve found it. The Western Star® 4700 tractor is
the ideal solution for bulk haul, local delivery and
construction operations. That’s because it was built
with input from you – the people who know what
your company needs in a truck.
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With a newly designed sloped hood and a 110-inch
BBC, the 4700 offers unobstructed sitelines with
incredible visibility. Plus, its 50-degree wheel cut
gives you the maneuverability to get into – and
out of – some pretty tight spots.

Heavyweight performance.
Without the heavy.

Yes, you can get strong and light. The 4700
is available with a number of options to reduce
weight without sacrificing performance.
Lightweight bumpers, aluminum fifth wheels,
underhood air cleaners, plus a host of other
choices to build your truck how you want it.
Just see your dealer for the full story.

Of course, just like our other models, this truck is
still every bit a Western Star. Hand built with an
unmatched attention to detail, just like we’ve done
for over 50 years. Durable, reliable and rugged,
designed to be lighter weight to save you money
today and for years to come. So meet the new Star.
Everything you need. Nothing you don’t.
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4700

SF SB

SF SET FORWARD AXLE
A

BBC: 110"

B

WB: Up to 300"

C

BA: 29"

SB SET BACK AXLE
A

BBC: 110"

B

WB: Up to 300"

C

BA: 47"

PARTS AND SERVICE, WHEN YOU NEED THEM.
Our goal is to keep you working. That’s why your
dealer has an experienced service center team and
carries a wide selection of parts, with access to an
even greater variety through our expanding global
network of parts distribution centers. You get the
support you need to grow – no matter where you
do business.
YOUR KIND OF FINANCING PROGRAMS.
Being part of the Daimler Truck Financial family
means we can get you into the right truck at the
right price with rates that are competitive with
anyone, including banks. Plus, because we know
the transportation and vocational business, it’s
simple to get the financing you need – and into
the Western Star you want.

Follow us on:

For the Western Star dealer nearest you, call 1-866-850-STAR | WESTERNSTAR.COM
HAND BUILT
IN THE USA

Cleveland, NC
Portland, OR
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